OFERTA DE EMPLEO

DATOS DEL PUESTO

Título de la oferta/perfil: DevOps/Test Lead Engineer

Categoría profesional (en su caso):

Tareas a desarrollar: Hi there!

We are SpotLab! a social enterprise which seeks to cause an impact in the field of global healthcare, and we face such amazing adventure by using state of the art technology in the fields of 3D Printing, Artificial Intelligence and Mobile&Cloud Software Development.

So, we are looking for a talented DevOps/Test Lead Engineer to join our ride to high-quality and easy to use medical devices!

She/He will be in charge of:

- get to know our medical products in depth by collaborating with the clinical team
  - understand requirements, user experience and work flow
- create test plans for our software products
  - outline test strategy, prioritize and identify gaps in test coverage, balancing cost-benefit tradeoff
- work together with the software team to oversee and implement the test plans
  - test automation, test execution verification, metrics and reports
- improve and optimize testing architecture
- improve and streamline our software deployment processes
- play a role in both product quality and rapid innovation

Jornada laboral (h/sem): 40
Salario bruto anual (€): To discuss
Duración prevista: Indefinite
Fecha prevista de inicio: Immediate

REQUISITOS DEL CANDIDATO

Titulación requerida: Telecommunication Engineer, Informatics, Other

Experiencia necesaria: Mid seniority level

Otros: You will be a great fit if...

- 3 years of experience working in Software Development (mid seniority level)
  - familiarity with at least on the following languages: Javascript/Typescript, Python, Java
  - knowledge of software development tools and concepts: version control, responsibility separation principle, test/behavior driven development, continuous integration
o bonus: experience in web development (Angular), cloud computing (AWS) and/or in mobile app development (Android/iOS)
o super bonus: experience with Angular9, Angular Material, Redux, RxJS, UnitTesting, Cypress, OpenSeaDragon, typescript, SASS.
• previous experience in testing software products
  o knowledge of testing concepts: test scopes (unit, integration, end-to-end), test types (functional, exploratory, regression, performance, UX evaluation)
o experience using automated testing tools, testing frameworks
  o previous experience in defining tests plans for software products - prioritization skills, ability to reason about tradeoffs that have been made
• creative and able to think holistically about software systems
  o focused on continuous improvement of products and infrastructure (testing and deployment)
• passion for delivering awesome medical solutions that make our customers life easier
  o dedication to ship well-tested, high quality software
  o bonus: experience working in healthcare-life sciences domain
• Fluent in Spanish or in English. Additional languages are a plus.
• Entrepreneurial spirit, proactive, result-driven

DATOS DE LA EMPRESA

Empresa: SpotLab (www.spotlab.org)
Dirección: Paseo Juan XXIII 36B, 28040 Madrid

CONTACTO

Interesados enviar curriculum vitae a: (indicar email):
https://spotlab.recruitee.com/o/devopstest-lead-engineer OR maria@spotlab.org
El plazo de admisión de C.V. finaliza el 15 de febrero de 2021, a las 00.00h

DATOS DE PUBLICACIÓN:

- Fecha de publicación: 15/01/2021
- Fecha de retirada del anuncio: 15/02/2021